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Abstract
We report on an experiment in combining the theorem prover Isabelle with automatic ﬁrst-order
arithmetic provers to increase automation on the veriﬁcation of distributed protocols. As a case
study for the experiment we verify several averaging clock synchronization algorithms. We present a
formalization of Schneider’s generalized clock synchronization protocol [15] in Isabelle/HOL. Then,
we verify that the convergence functions used in two clock synchronization algorithms, namely, the
Interactive Convergence Algorithm (ICA) of Lamport and Melliar-Smith [10] and the Fault-tolerant
Midpoint algorithm of Lundelius-Lynch [11], satisfy Schneider’s general conditions for correctness.
The proofs are completely formalized in Isabelle/HOL. We identify the parts of the proofs which
are not fully automatically proven by Isabelle built-in tactics and show that these proofs can be
handled by automatic ﬁrst-order provers with support for arithmetic like ICS and CVC Lite.
Keywords: Theorem proving, veriﬁcation, clock synchronization.
1 Introduction
Achieving a high degree of automation on the veriﬁcation of critical systems
and in particular of distributed protocols, has been recognized as a necessity
due to the complexity and the size of the veriﬁcation tasks. Such veriﬁcation
tasks are best carried out using theorem provers that provide a powerful spec-
iﬁcation language, in order to obtain a formal description of protocols that is
close to their real implementation. However, it is unrealistic in general to ex-
pect general-purpose theorem provers like Isabelle [9] to include sophisticated
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decision procedures needed for various veriﬁcation tasks. On the other hand,
there exist many specialized eﬃcient automated provers that handle speciﬁc
veriﬁcation tasks, e.g., model checkers, SAT solvers, etc. It is then natural
to ask whether it is feasible to use expressive theorem provers like Isabelle as
the speciﬁcation language, and the specialized automated provers for handling
speciﬁc parts of the veriﬁcation tasks. For the domain of real-time distributed
protocols, this might be the case, since veriﬁcation of these protocols typically
involves a number of arithmetic subproblems that can possibly be handled by
automatic solvers.
We report on an experiment on combining automatic theorem provers with the
interactive theorem prover Isabelle/HOL. We use Isabelle/HOL as the main
speciﬁcation language, and use other automated provers such as ICS [8] and
CVC Lite [2] to improve the automation of proof development. The current
paper focusses on a particular case study, that is, veriﬁcation of clock synchro-
nization protocols, to gain insights into the real usefulness and the feasibility
of such a combination of tools. For the long term project, we consider build-
ing a veriﬁcation framework for distributed protocols based on Isabelle/HOL.
Fault-tolerant clock synchronization is an excellent example of a problem that
requires both reasoning in higher-order logic and arithmetics. A large part of
the proof involves linear integer and rational inequalities and equalities. Our
experience shows that many of such lemmas cannot be proved by Isabelle’s
automatic tactics but are solved by ICS and/or CVC Lite.
Of course, the idea of combination of deductive tools is not new and there have
been several existing works along this line, e.g., the Omega prover [18], the
CALIFE project [20], the SAL framework [3] and the PROSPER project [4].
Our approach diﬀers from these projects in the speciﬁcation language used
(Isabelle/HOL) and the scope of our project. We aim at providing a framework
for speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of distributed protocols, since these protocols
are typically simple but their properties are challenging to verify formally.
We also intend to have a strongly consistent veriﬁcation framework, in the
sense that, we shall allow the possibility of extracting explicit proof objects
from the veriﬁcation. This motivates our choice of Isabelle/HOL as the main
speciﬁcation language, since in Isabelle one can generate proof objects (based
on a natural deduction proof system) which can then be veriﬁed independently.
Moreover, Isabelle comes with a high-level proof language Isar which resembles
the usual style of proofs found in mathematics, and hence improves readability
and maintainability of proof scripts.
We note that although the work presented in this paper is aimed at com-
bination of deductive tools, a substantial contribution of the paper is the
formalized clock synchronization protocol of Schneider [15], and some parts
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of the ICA [10] and the Lundelius-Lynch [11] protocols. Veriﬁcation of these
protocols has been previously carried out in EHDM [17] and PVS [12,16], but
to our knowledge, ours are the ﬁrst ones done in Isabelle, from which com-
plete formal proof objects can be produced and veriﬁed independently. These
formalized proofs can serve as the basis for veriﬁcation of more concrete clock
synchronization protocols, such as the ones used in the FlexRay protocol [6]
(for drive-by-wire application in automotive industries). There has indeed
been on-going work in the veriﬁcation of FlexRay using Isabelle/HOL 2 which
is complementary to our work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview
of the Isabelle/HOL and Isar systems. Section 3 gives an overview of the
clock synchronization problem and the formalization of Schneider’s generalized
protocol for clock synchronization. Section 4 presents the formalization of
two particular clock synchronization algorithms as instances of Schneider’s
generalized protocol: the ICA protocol and the Lundelius-Lynch protocol.
Section 5 shows how parts of this formalization can be proved automatically
using the ICS and CVC Lite tools. Section 6 discusses future work.
2 Isabelle/HOL and Isar
Isabelle [9] is a generic interactive proof assistant. Generic means that it can
be instantiated with diﬀerent object logics. We use Isabelle/HOL which is
the instance for higher-order logic. Interactive means that proving theorems
requires guidance from the user. The main drawback of such proof systems
is the expertise needed to perform proofs with a reasonable amount of eﬀort.
Isabelle provides some tools called tactics that are able to automatically prove
some parts of the proofs. In particular, the classical reasoner implements
a tableau based prover for predicate logic and sets that can perform long
chains of reasoning steps. The simpliﬁer can reason with and about equations.
The tactic arith proves linear arithmetic facts automatically. More ambitious
tactics like auto or force combine the precedent ones and are able to prove, or
considerably simplify, complicated theorems.
Isabelle is mainly used for the formalization of mathematical proofs and in
particular formal veriﬁcation, which includes proving the correctness of com-
puter hardware or software and proving properties of computer languages and
protocols.
Isar is an extension of Isabelle with structured proofs very similar to those
used in mathematics texts. With Isar, users are able to produce proof scripts
2 Christian Kuehnel (Verisoft), private communication.
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naturally understandable for both humans and computers. We can consider
Isabelle’s original tactic proof style analogous to assembly language and Isar
proof scripts as high-level structured commented programs. The latter is
suitable for communication and easier to maintain.
We introduce some basic notions and notations from Isabelle and then show
brieﬂy what a typical Isar proof looks like.
Isabelle’s meta-logic comes with a type of propositions with implication =⇒
and a universal quantiﬁer
∧
for expressing inference rules and generality.
The notation [[A1; . . . ;An]] =⇒ A represents an implication with assumptions
A1, . . . , An and conclusion A.
Isabelle terms are simply typed using Church’s type system. Function types
are written τ1 ⇒ τ2. Constants are declared with consts followed by their
name and type, separated by ‘::’. Non-recursive deﬁnitions are declared by the
keyword constdefs. The introduced constant and its deﬁnition are separated
by ‘≡’.
The notation and semantics of Isar are self-explanatory. We only explain
brieﬂy the basic structure and some features that appear in this paper. A
typical Isar proof skeleton would be
theorem example:
assumes assm: formula-0
shows formula-n+1
proof
assume formula-0
have formula-1 by simp
...
have formula-n by blast
show formula-n+1 ..
qed
It proves formula-0 =⇒ formula-n+1. Stating theorems using the keyword
assumes allows naming of assumptions. The haves in between are the inter-
mediate results derived from the assumptions and/or previous results. The
last show establishes the conclusion of the theorem. The keyword proof an-
nounces the beginning of the proof but also tries to select an introduction
rule from a predeﬁned list of rules that suits the goal. This ﬁrst step can be
avoided by writing proof−. The “..” abbreviates a proof done by application
of a single rule from a predeﬁned set of introduction rules. When we want to
use an elimination rule we can explicity indicate the premise to be eliminated
using
from facts ( show | have) proposition by some-proof-method
Other features that appear in this paper are obtain which is used for explicit
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∃-elimination and the term ?thesis that stands for the current goal, i.e. the
enclosing show (or have) statement.
3 An abstract framework for clock synchronization
In certain distributed systems, e.g., real-time process-control systems, the ex-
istence of a reliable global time source is critical in ensuring the correct func-
tioning of the systems. This reliable global time source can be implemented
using several physical clocks distributed on diﬀerent nodes in the distributed
system. Since physical clocks are by nature constantly drifting away from the
“real time” and diﬀerent clocks can have diﬀerent drift rates, in such a scheme,
it is important that these clocks are regularly adjusted so that they are closely
synchronized within a certain application-speciﬁc safe bound. The design and
veriﬁcation of clock synchronization protocols are often complicated by the
additional requirement that the protocols should work correctly under certain
types of errors, e.g., failure of some clocks, error in communication network
or corrupted messages, etc.
There has been a number of fault-tolerant clock synchronization algorithms
studied in the literature, e.g., the Interactive Convergence Algorithm (ICA)
by Lamport and Melliar-Smith [10], the Lundelius-Lynch algorithm [11], etc.,
each with its own degree of fault tolerance. One important property that must
be satisﬁed by a clock synchronization algorithm is the agreement property,
i.e., at any time t, the diﬀerence of the clock readings of any two non-faulty
processes must be bounded by a constant (which is ﬁxed according to the
domain of applications). At the core of these algorithms is the convergence
function that calculates the adjustment to a clock of a process, based on
the clock readings of all other processes. Schneider [15] gives an abstract
characterization of a wide range of clock synchronization algorithms (based
on the convergence functions used) and proves the agreement property in this
abstract framework. Schneider’s proof was later formalized by Shankar [17] in
the theorem prover EHDM, where eleven axioms about clocks are explicitly
stated. We re-formalize Schneider’s proof in Isabelle/HOL, making use of
Shankar’s formulation of the clock axioms.
We give an overview of some of the clock axioms of Schneider’s generalized
clock synchronization algorithm. For more complete and detailed explanation
we refer the interested readers to [15,17], in particular [17] for the particular
formulation of the clock axioms. Our formalization of Schneider’s clock axioms
are essentially those of Shankar. The structure of the proof for the main
theorem (the agreement property) follows closely Shankar’s proof. The whole
Isar proof script takes around 1400 lines.
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The clock axioms that concern the convergence function used in clock syn-
chronization algorithms are the so-called translation invariance, precision en-
hancement and accuracy preservation properties. Each of these is explained
shortly below, where we denote with cfn the abstract convergence function.
But ﬁrst we shall need a few preliminary deﬁnitions of types and constants
used in our formalization.
Clocks and processes We shall model (physical) clocks as functions from
reals to reals, and hence when we speak of clock values, we refer to the
real numbers. Clock values are denoted with the type Clocktime. For
readability, we introduce an alias type time of Clocktime to denote the
real time. The set of processes (or nodes) of the distributed system being
formalized are given the type process. We assume this set of processes is
ﬁnite and its cardinality is denoted with np. Each process maintains its
own physical clock. This process-and-physical-clocks pair is denoted with
PC in our formalization, which is of type process ⇒ (time ⇒ Clocktime).
The logical clocks of the processes, i.e., physical clocks with adjustments, are
denoted by V C, of the same type as PC. The set of non-faulty processes at
time t is denoted with the characteristic function correct of type process ⇒
time ⇒ bool.
Clock readings Each process can read the values of the clocks of other pro-
cesses, the details of exactly how this reading is done are implementation
dependent, e.g., via message passing, shared memory, etc. In the abstract
framework, clock readings are formalized as functions from processes to
clock values. Each process maintains its own clock readings. The pair of
a process and its clock readings is denoted with the constant θ of type
process ⇒ (process ⇒ Clocktime).
Convergence functions The convergence function cfn calculates the ad-
justed clock value of a process, based on the clock reading of the process.
It is of type process ⇒ (process ⇒ Clocktime)⇒ Clocktime.
Synchronization rounds The adjustments to physical clocks of processes
take place in rounds. The length of each round is ﬁxed to a certain dura-
tion of logical clock time, and hence in reality diﬀerent processes can have
diﬀerent perception on the length of the round. The real time at which a
process p reaches a synchronization round i is denoted by te p i, where te
is a predicate symbol of type process ⇒ nat ⇒ bool.
The following properties concern requirements of the convergence function.
Translation invariance. This axiom is formally stated as follows: for any
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constdefs
okClocks :: [process, process, nat ] ⇒ bool
okClocks p q i ≡ ∀ t . 0 ≤ t ∧ t < max (te p i) (te q i)
∧ correct p t ∧ correct q t −→ |VC p t − VC q t | ≤ δ
theorem agreement :
assumes ie1 : β ≤ rmin
and ie2 : µ ≤ δS
and ie3 : γ1 δS ≤ δS
and ie4 : γ2 δS ≤ δ
and ie5 : γ3 δS ≤ δ
and ie6 : 0 ≤ t
and cpq : correct p t ∧ correct q t
shows |VC p t − VC q t | ≤ δ
proof−
from ie6 cpq event-bound have ∃ i :: nat . t < max (te p i) (te q i)
by simp
from this obtain i :: nat where t-bound : t < max (te p i) (te q i) ..
from t-bound ie1 ie2 ie3 ie4 ie5 four-two have okClocks p q i
by simp
from ie6 this t-bound cpq show ?thesis
by (simp add : okClocks-def )
qed
Fig. 1. The agreement theorem in Isabelle/HOL.
positive value x and for any function f mapping clocks to clock values,
cfn p (λn.f(n) + x) = cfn p f + x
This axiom says that the adjusted clock value calculated by the convergence
function from a clock reading f with all the readings shifted by x is the same
as the adjusted clock value calculated from f , compensated with x.
Precision enhancement. Given any subset C of processes whose cardinality
is greater or equal to np − k, for some fault-tolerant degree k, and given any
processes p and q in C, and for any clock readings f and g satisfying the
following conditions:
(i) for any l ∈ C, |f l − g l| ≤ x,
(ii) for any l,m ∈ C, |f l − f m| ≤ y,
(iii) and for any l,m ∈ C, |g l − g m| ≤ y,
there is a bound π x y such that |cfn p f − cfn q g| ≤ π x y. Here the value
x denotes an upper bound on the diﬀerence in the clock readings of f and
g and y denotes an upper bound on the diﬀerence among the clock readings
in f (likewise, g) compared with each other. The precision enhancement
axiom asserts that if there are such bounds x and y on the clock readings
f and g, then the diﬀerence between the adjusted clock values calculated
by cfn for both clock readings are within some bound π x y. The exact
function π depends on the concrete convergence function used. However, to
guarantee the agreement property, this function π needs also to satisfy certain
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constraints (see the agreement property). The value k, in concrete algorithms,
corresponds to the maximum number of faulty processes that can be tolerated
in each synchronization round, e.g., for Lundelius-Lynch algorithm we have
the constraint 3× k + 1 ≤ np.
Accuracy preservation. Given any subset C of processes such that its
cardinality is greater or equal to np− k, for some fault-tolerant degree k, and
clock readings f such that for any l and m in C, the bound |f l − f m| ≤ y
holds, there is a function α such that for any p, q ∈ C, |cfn p f − f q| ≤ α y.
The agreement property. Assuming that all the axioms on convergence
function cfn and all the other clock axioms in [17] (among others, the bound
on the drift rates of the clocks, the maximum number of faulty process, etc.)
are satisﬁed, for any non-faulty processes p and q and real time t there is a
bound δ such that
|V C p t− V C q t| ≤ δ.
Implicit in the above statement is that any real time t always falls into some
synchronization round, a property which needs to be established when proving
the agreement theorem. There are various rather technical constraints on the
bound δ with respect to other constants, such as the function π in the precision
enhancement axiom. We shall not go into details on these constraints and we
refer the interested readers to [17,21]. We show an excerpt from the Isar proof
script for the agreement property in Figure 1, to illustrate the high-level proof
language of Isabelle/Isar.
4 Instances of Schneider’s generalized scheme
In this section we give an overview of the proof that the convergence functions
of two particular algorithms satisfy the translation invariance, precision en-
hancement and the accuracy preservation properties discussed in the previous
section. The ﬁrst convergence function that we consider is the egocentric mean
function of Lamport’s Interactive Convergence Algorithm and the second one
is the fault-tolerant midpoint function of Lundelius-Lynch’s algorithm. Both
instances have already been veriﬁed in the EHDM or PVS system [17,12,16].
Our main objective is to experiment on the combination of Isabelle with other
tools by identifying the parts of the proofs that can be done fully automatically
by ﬁrst-order arithmetic provers.
4.1 Interactive Convergence Algorithm (ICA)
The Interactive Convergence Algorithm of Lamport and Melliar-Smith [10]
uses a convergence function called the egocentric mean function. We show the
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main parts of the formalization in Isabelle which closely follows [17]. In this
algorithm, to calculate the adjustment to the clock of a process p, it compares
the value of p’s clock with others’ and uses this diﬀerence to calculate the
adjustment. To take into account faulty processes, which might produce large
diﬀerences in clock readings, a threshold is set up to trim oﬀ clock readings
which diﬀer too greatly from the clock reading of p. We denote this threshold
constant with ∆. We ﬁrst introduce a constant PR to denote the set of
processes, whose cardinality is np.
constdefs
PR :: process set
PR ≡ {..np(}
The notation {..np(} denotes the set of naturals from 0 to np − 1. The
convergence function is deﬁned using Isabelle’s builtin generalized summation
over sets.
constdefs
cfn :: [process, (process ⇒ Clocktime)] ⇒ Clocktime
cfn p f ≡ (
P
l∈PR. ﬁX f p l) / (real np)
The overloaded real function is used here to “typecast” the natural np. The
auxiliary function ﬁX returns the process’ own clock reading if the reading of
the other processes are more than ∆ away.
ﬁX :: [(process ⇒ Clocktime), process, process] ⇒ Clocktime
ﬁX f p l ≡ if |f p − f l | <= ∆ then (f l) else (f p)
The translation invariance property follows from the following lemma, which
is proved by Isabelle’s induction tactic on np′.
lemma trans-inv ′: (
P
l∈{..np ′(}. ﬁX (λ y . f y + x) p l) =
(
P
l∈{..np ′(}. ﬁX f p l) + real np ′ ∗ x
To prove the precision enhancement property, we need to give explicitly the
function π (see the previous section for notations) which satisﬁes the bound
set in the precision enhancement axiom. Let c be the cardinality of the set C
in the precision enhancement axiom. The bound function π x y in this case
is given by
c× (x + if y ≤ ∆ then 0 else y) + k × (2×∆+ x + y)
np
Note that if y ≤ ∆, we obtain the same bound as in [17]. To prove the precision
enhancement property we use eight auxiliary lemmas, three of them are about
properties on sumation over sets and ﬁve lemmas concerning inequalities about
the diﬀerent terms and bounds involved.
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axioms
constants-ax : 1 < np ∧ 2 ∗ khl < np
constdefs
PR :: process set
PR ≡ {..np(}
declare PR-def [simp]
constdefs
kmax :: (process ⇒ Clocktime) ⇒ process set ⇒ process set
kmax f P ≡ SOME S . S ⊆ P ∧ card S = khl ∧
(∀ i∈S . ∀ j∈(P−S). f j <= f i)
kmin :: (process ⇒ Clocktime) ⇒ process set ⇒ process set
kmin f P ≡ SOME S . S ⊆ P ∧ card S = khl ∧
(∀ i∈S . ∀ j∈(P−S). f i <= f j )
reduce :: (process ⇒ Clocktime) ⇒ process set ⇒ Clocktime set
reduce f P ≡ f ‘ (P − (kmax f P ∪ kmin f P))
cfnl :: process ⇒ (process ⇒ Clocktime) ⇒ Clocktime
cfnl p f ≡ (Max (reduce f PR) + Min (reduce f PR)) / 2
Fig. 2. The convergence function of Lundelius-Lynch algorithm.
For the bounding function α(y) in the accuracy preservation axiom for the
ICA algorithm, we use the same function used in [17]:
α(y) = y +
k ×∆
np
All the three properties concerning the convergence function are proved in
Isabelle (the complete proof script can be found in [1]) and some of these
lemmas have also been checked using ICS and CVC-lite. The latter is discussed
in Section 5.
4.2 The Lundelius-Lynch algorithm
The convergence function used in the Lundelius-Lynch algorithm takes the
midpoint of a reduced set of clock readings. More speciﬁcally, given the multi-
set of clock readings S, the algorithm ﬁrst removes the k lowest and k highest
values, and take the midpoint of the remaining values. Its formalization in
Isabelle/HOL is more complicated than that of ICA, since we need to formal-
ize an abstract notion of k-highest (lowest) values from given clock readings
(which, we recall, is formalized as a function from process to clock values).
The deﬁnition of Lundelius-Lynch’s convergence function in Isabelle/HOL is
given in Figure 2. Note that the constant khl in the ﬁgure corresponds to
the constant k in the axioms on convergence functions in the previous section,
that is, the maximum number of faulty processes tolerated. To formalize the
notion of k-lowest (highest) values, we use Hilbert’s choice operator (denoted
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in Isabelle/HOL with the keyword SOME ). The function card computes the
cardinality of a set. The notation f ‘S denotes the set resulting from applying
the function f to every element of the set S. This is used in the deﬁnition
of the reduced sets (the function reduce in the ﬁgure). The function Max
and Min take the maximum and the minimum of a set, respectively. The
convergence function is given by the constant cfnl. Note that we use Hilbert’s
choice operator so that we can abstract from any particular data structures
used in storing clock readings, e.g., lists or multisets, which are used in the
original proof by Lundelius-Lynch [11].
To prove the precision enhancement and the accuracy preservation, we use the
bounding functions used to prove the same properties in [12]. That is, for the
precision enhancement, we use the function
π x y =
y
2
+ x
and for the accuracy preservation, the identity function α y = y. The complete
proof script for the properties of Lundelius-Lynch convergence function can
be found in [1].
5 Using external automatic provers as oracles
The proofs for the properties concerning the convergence functions used in
ICA and Lundelius-Lynch algorithms require both higher-order reasoning and
arithmetics. A large part of the proofs involves linear integer and rational
inequalities and equalities. We identify the lemmas that Isabelle’s built-in
automatic tactics were not able to prove completely and study whether they
can be automatically proven by more speciﬁc arithmetic solvers. So far, we
experimented with ICS and CVC Lite.
ICS (Integrated Canonizer and Solver) [8] is an eﬃcient decision procedure
able to decide the satisﬁability of formulas in a quantiﬁer-free, ﬁrst-order the-
ory with arithmetic. It is mainly based on a congruence closure procedure
for the theory of equality and disequality with both uninterpreted and inter-
preted function symbols. It also incorporates a state-of-the-art SAT solver.
CVC Lite [2] in addition provides some support for quantiﬁers.
We illustrate our experience by showing some examples extracted from the
conformance proofs of Lynch’s fault-tolerant mid point convergence function.
So far, the translation from Isabelle/HOL syntax into the speciﬁcation lan-
guages of the external provers is done automatically for quantiﬁer free arith-
metic formulas. As shown by the examples below, to eliminate quantiﬁers we
need to do some logical transformations such as quantiﬁer instantiation and
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skolemization.
We have implemented the translation of quantiﬁer free arithmetic formulas
inside Isabelle as an “oracle”. The oracle architecture in Isabelle works as
follows. The result of the translation is passed to the external prover which
is then called for checking. If the external prover declares the formula to be
valid, the oracle validates the target formula as an Isabelle theorem. That is,
there is no proof reconstruction on the Isabelle side.
A translation script exists for both ICS and CVC Lite. Moreover, we translate
quantiﬁer free arithmetic formulas in Isabelle/HOL to the SMT-LIB format
[14]. The SMT-LIB format is likely to be the future common format for the
provers on satisﬁability modulo theories (SMT). It is also the format for the
challenges of the new SMT competition 3 . This format will certainly become
for the SMT solvers what the TPTP [19] and DIMACS [5] formats are for ﬁrst
order provers and SAT solvers, respectively. We have tested this interface with
several SMT provers like CVC-Lite, Yices (successor of ICS), Simplics, ARIO
and SAMMY among others. All these participated in the SMT competition
in 2005 4 .
Syntax translation from Isabelle into the ICS or the SMT-LIB format is mostly
trivial for standard arithmetic operators, except the absolute value operator,
which needs to be encoded via if-then-else operator. There are, of course,
some technical details that have to be considered. For example, the transla-
tion incorporates a module for generating new symbols (variables, functions,
predicates, sorts) which are supported by the SMT-LIB format. This is needed
because naming of variables or functions in Isabelle might not be acceptable
in SMT-LIB format (e.g., the use of quotes in polymorphic types) and thus
cannot be exported directly to SMT-LIB.
The translations we have done so far can be divided into three categories: pure
quantiﬁer free arithmetic formulas, arithmetic formulas involving simple set-
theoretic constructs and arithmetic formulas with quantiﬁers. Each of these
categories is illustrated by the following examples.
We start with a simple lemma about the distributivity of absolute value at
which all Isabelle automatic tactics fail. The translation for ICS is shown in
Figure 3.
lemma abs-distrib-div : 0 < (c::real) =⇒ |a / c − b / c| = |a − b| / c
The ICS language does not include the division operator, so we introduce d
as being the inverse of c. The absolute values on each side of the equation
3 See http://combination.cs.uiowa.edu/smtlib/.
4 See seehttp://www.csl.sri.com/users/demoura/smt-comp/.
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sig a: real.
sig b: real.
sig d: real.
prop abslhs := if [ a * d - b * d >= 0 ] then
AL = a * d - b * d else AL = -(a * d - b * d) end.
prop absrhs := if [ a - b >= 0 ] then AR = a - b
else AR = -(a - b) end.
prop asm := d >= 0.
prop concl := AL = AR * d.
sat ~[ [ abslhs & absrhs & asm ] => concl ].
Fig. 3. An encoding in ICS.
SETPROC : TYPE;
PROC : TYPE;
np, khl: INT;
maxreduc: (PROC -> REAL, SETPROC) -> REAL;
minreduc: (PROC -> REAL, SETPROC) -> REAL;
x, y : REAL;
f : PROC -> REAL;
g : PROC -> REAL;
PR, C : SETPROC;
card : SETPROC -> INT;
INCL : (SETPROC,SETPROC) -> BOOLEAN;
INSET : (PROC, SETPROC) -> BOOLEAN;
abs: REAL -> REAL = LAMBDA (x:REAL): IF x>=0 THEN x ELSE (-x) ENDIF;
....
QUERY( abs(maxreduc(f,PR) + minreduc(f,PR)
- maxreduc(g,PR) - minreduc(g,PR)) <= y + 2 * x);
Fig. 4. An encoding in CVC Lite.
are calculated by abslhs and absrhs, respectively. ICS is able to check the
validity of the resulting formula (via refutation of its negation) automatically.
Let us see now a more interesting example. For the proof of the precision
enhancement property, we need to prove the following lemma:
|Max (reduce f PR) + Min (reduce f PR) +
− Max (reduce g PR) + − Min (reduce g PR)| ≤ y + 2 ∗ x
The proof in Isabelle is quite long and is done by case analysis on the sign
of the term inside the absolute value. Figure 4 shows some parts of our ﬁrst
attempt to encode the above lemma into CVC Lite (the omitted part will be
explained in due course).
Notice that since CVC Lite does not support set theoretic reasoning, we need
to encode the set-related assumptions using uninterpreted types and constants.
Here, SETPROC and PROC are new types for processes and set of processes. The
cardinality of sets is encoded as the uninterpreted function symbol card, sets
inclusion is encoded as INCL and set membership as INSET.
The omitted part in Figure 4 contains assumptions needed to establish the
main theorem (the statement inside the QUERY). We show a few assumptions
and how they are dealt with in order to have CVC Lite automatically prove
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the theorem. The following assumptions concern the clock readings f and g:
uboundmaxf: BOOLEAN = FORALL (C : SETPROC):
INCL(C,PR) AND np <= card(C) + khl
=> EXISTS (i:PROC): INSET(i,C) AND maxreduc(f, PR) <= f(i);
uboundmaxg: BOOLEAN = FORALL (C : SETPROC):
INCL(C,PR) AND np <= card(C) + khl
=> EXISTS (i:PROC): INSET(i,C) AND maxreduc(g, PR) <= g(i);
hbx : BOOLEAN = FORALL (l:PROC): INSET(l,C) => abs(f(l) - g(l)) <= x;
hby1 : BOOLEAN = FORALL (l:PROC): INSET(l,C) =>
FORALL (m:PROC): INSET(m,C) => abs(f(l) - f(m)) <= y;
hby2 : BOOLEAN = FORALL (l:PROC): INSET(l,C) =>
FORALL (m:PROC): INSET(m,C) => abs(g(l) - g(m)) <= y;
We launch CVC Lite on this ﬁrst translation attempt but unfortunately, it fails
due to the quantiﬁers in the assumptions. In the next attempt we instantiate
the universal quantiﬁer on C in the ﬁrst two assumptions. In our theory (see
Figure 4) there are two such constants C and PR of the right type. We consider
only the instantiation with C. The modiﬁed assumption uboundmaxf (similarly
for uboundmaxg) becomes
uboundmaxf: BOOLEAN =
INCL(C,PR) AND np <= card(C) + khl
=> EXISTS (i:PROC): INSET(i,C) AND maxreduc(f, PR) <= f(i);
However, CVC Lite does not terminate (after two hours execution) on this
second version. We then proceed to skolemize the existential quantiﬁers by
introducing new constants, resulting in the following quantiﬁer free assump-
tions
pmaxf, pmaxg, pminf, pming : PROC;
sbfg, sbgf: PROC;
uboundmaxf: BOOLEAN =
INCL(C,PR) AND np <= card(C) + khl
=> INSET(pmaxf,C) AND maxreduc(f, PR) <= f(pmaxf);
Again, the prover does not seem to terminate. We ﬁnally eliminate all the
universal quantiﬁers in the remaining assumptions (hbx, hby1 and hby2) by
enumerating all possible instantiations:
hbx_pmaxf: BOOLEAN = INSET(pmaxf,C) => abs(f(pmaxf) - g(pmaxf)) <= x;
hbx_pmaxg: BOOLEAN = INSET(pmaxg,C) => abs(f(pmaxg) - g(pmaxg)) <= x;
hbx_pminf: BOOLEAN = INSET(pminf,C) => abs(f(pminf) - g(pminf)) <= x;
hbx_pming: BOOLEAN = INSET(pming,C) => abs(f(pming) - g(pming)) <= x;
hbx_sbfg: BOOLEAN = INSET(sbfg,C) => abs(f(sbfg) - g(sbfg)) <= x;
hbx_sbgf: BOOLEAN = INSET(sbgf,C) => abs(f(sbgf) - g(sbgf)) <= x;
Under these modiﬁed assumptions, CVC Lite successfully proved the main
theorem in Figure 4.
An encouraging example is the accuracy preservation property which is suc-
cessfully proven with both CVC Lite and ICS. In both solvers the proofs ﬁnish
in less than one second.
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6 Future Work
The present paper mainly reports on a case study to investigate the integration
of tools to obtain a platform suitable for formal veriﬁcation of distributed
algorithms. Several other case studies have also been done, including the
distributed reference counting problem [13] and the Disk Paxos algorithm [7].
In the experience reported here we have followed Shankar’s formalization of
Schneider’s protocol. However some of the clock conditions assumed in this
formalization are too strong, and there has been works in reﬁning this formal-
ization while maintaining its generality [12,16]. We plan to study these works
as well.
This work is done within the QSL Platforme project at the LORIA labora-
tory (see http://qsl.loria.fr/). At present, we are investigating how to auto-
matically extract and translate proof objects produced by external tools to
Isabelle/Isar proofs. Proof reconstruction would preserve the trust in the the-
orem prover as opposed to a proof where some parts are done by accepting
the verdict of an external prover as oracle. Even if it may be acceptable to
trust the external tool, errors might possibly be introduced in the functions
for syntax translation.
As future application of the platform we are particularly interested in the
FlexRay protocol, where the clock synchronization algorithm used is a variant
of Lundelius-Lynch’s fault-tolerant midpoint algorithm. Also the start-up
phase in this protocol is a challenging veriﬁcation task and its correctness has,
to our knowledge, not yet been studied using formal veriﬁcation techniques.
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